XONE 32

FEATURE LIST
3 dual stereo channels
2 RCA sources per channel

Stereo mix outputs
Professional balanced output on 1/4" TRS Jack

Auxiliary send
From every channel for monitors or effects sends

This is a professional 3-channel mixer which packs
some serious punch. It’s one of the few smallformat mixers around which is actually good
enough for installation in proper clubs, although it
will find favour with DJ’s who will find it an invaluable
part of their set up - and compact enough to
carry around.
It sounds clean and clear, with a feature set second
to none at this level; the legendary XONE voltage
control filter (VCF) is included, with high-pass,
band-pass and low-pass filter switching, resonance
control and low frequency oscillator (with x2 control).
The revolutionary ‘Transmute’ button is an intelligent
control, which either punches in or out the other
channel depending on the position of the crossfader.

Voltage Controlled Filter
Stereo filter with frequency and resonance control

LFO
Low Frequency Oscillator

DRS
4 x Digital Recall Settings save type of filter, LFO and
‘on’ settings

3 band EQ
Stereo channels have +6dB boost to preserve headroom
and -26dB cut for creative mixing

VCA crossfader
With contour control, reverse and bypass switches

Intelligent Transmute Control
On either side of xfader - punches opposite side in or out

Engineer’s/DJ’s toolbox
High powered headphone socket, booth output, 12-bar metering

The other unique control on this mixer is the digital
recall settings (DRS) so that the filter settings can
be committed to one of four digital memories. When
you consider there’s also an aux send, crossfader
contour control, headphone and microphone
sockets, it’s easy to see why reviewers have said,
‘Serious but fun loving’ and ‘Nothing comes close’.
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Mic input
On XLR connector; gain control and high-pass filter included

Power Supply
High performance Internal switch-mode supply

